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THE DANCE.

THE ROOM.

The following diagram is a ground plan of the room in

which the dances are supposed to take place :—

RIGHT WALL.

LEFT WALL.

A diagram, showing the initial disposition of the dancers,

is printed at the head of the notation of each dance, and

placed so that its four sides correspond with the four sides

of the room as depicted in the above plan. That is, the

upper and lower sides of the diagram represent, respectively,

the right and left walls of the room ; its left and right
sides the top and bottom.

in Playford's time, the top of the room was called the
Presence, alluding to the dais upon which the spectators
were seated. The expression facing the Presence means,
therefore, facing up, i.e., toward the top of the room ; while
hack to the Presence means facing down, toward the bottom
of the room.
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TECHNICAL TERMS AND SYMBOLS.

In the following pages, certain symbols and technical
expressions are used. These will now be defined.

O = man ; Q = woman.
r. = a step taken with the right foot ; 1. = a step taken

witli the left foot.

h.r. = a hop off the right foot ; l.r. = a hop off the left
foot.

f.t. = feet-together.

P a spring.

A Lonf/ivai/s dance is one in which the performers take

partners and stand in two parallel lines, those on the 77ien's
side facing the right wall, those on the uvmen's side facing
the left wall.

The General Set denotes the above formation, i.e., the area
enclosed by the dancers.

A Progressive movemeyit, or figure, is one which leaves the
dancers relatively in different positions.

A Progressive dance consists of the repetition, for an

indefinite number of times, of a series of movements one of

which is progressive, the execution of each repetition resulting,
therefore, in a change of position of some, or all of the per-
formers. Each performance of one complete series of move-

ments is called a Round.

There are two types of progression called, respectively,

Whole-fiet and Minor-set.

In a Whole-set dance the progression is effected by the
transference of the top couple to the bottom of the General

Set, each of the remaining couples moving up one place.

The Minor-set dance is one in which the figures contained

in each round are performed simultaneously by subsidiary

groups of two {duple), or three {trij_>le), adjacent couples-
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A neutral dancer is one who is passive during the per-
formance of a round. Normally, in a Minor-set dance>

each couple, on reaching either end of the General Set

remains neutral during the next round, and sometimes the

following one as well.*

The disposition of the dancers in a longways dance is said
to be j)roper when men and women are on their own sides ;

and improper when the men are on the women's side and the

women on the men's.

In dances, or figures, in which two couples only are engaged,
the terms contrary woman and rontrar;/ man are used to denote

the woman or man other than the partner.

When two dancers, standing side by side, are directed to

take Jiamh they are to join inside hands : that is, the right
hand of one with the left hand of the other, if the two

face the same way ; and right hands or left hands, if they
face in opposite directions. When they are directed to take,

or give, right or left hands, they are to join right with right,

or left with left.

To croas hands the man takes the right and left hands

of the woman with, respectively, his right and left hands, the

right hands being held above the left.

When two dancers face one another and are directed to
take both hands, they are to join right with left and left with

right.

To pass bi/ the rif/ht is to pass right shoulder to right
shoulder ; by the left, left shoulder to left shoulder.

When two dancers pass each other they should always,
unless otherwise directed, pass each other by the right.

When a woman's path crosses that of a man's, the man

should allow the woman to pass first and in front of him.

* For further and more detailed information on this point see

The Country Dance Book, Part I., pp. 18—21.
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When one dancer is told to lead another, the two join
right or left hands according as the second dancer stands on
the right or left hand of the leader.

To cast of is to turn outward and dance outside the
General Set.

To cast up or cast duwn is to turn outward and move up
or down outside the General Set.

To fall hither or thither is to dance backwards ; to lead,
or move, is to dance forwards.

To make a half- turn is to turn through half a circle and
face in the opposite direction ; to make a ivhole-turn is to

make a complete revolution.

The terms clorkwise and counter-clockwise are self-explanatory
and refer to the direction of circular movements.

THE MUSIC.

The several strains of each dance-air will be marked in the

music book and in the notation by means of capital letters,
A, B, C, etc. When a strain is played more than once in a

Part it will be marked Al, Bl, Cl, etc., on its first performance,
and A2, B2, C2, A3, B3, etc., in subsequent repetitions.

It will be found that most of the dances in this collection
are divided into two or more Parts. John Essex quaintly but
aptly likened these divisions to " the several verses of songs

upon the same tune ".

In non-progressive dances, the division is made merely for
the sake of clearness in description ; the Parts are intended

to follow on without pause.

When, however, a progressive movement occurs in one or

other of the figures of a Part, that Part must be repeated as

often as the dancers decree. The usual practice is to repeat

the Part until the leader has returned to his original place at

the top of the General Set.
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Progressive figures will be marked as such in the notation ;

while the Parts in which they occur will be headed " Whole-
Set", "Duple Minor-Set", etc., according to the nature of
the progression.

THE STEPS.

Country Dance steps always fall on the main beats of the

oar, whether the time be simple or compound. When the

step itself is a compound one, that is, when it consists of more

than one movement, the accented movement always falls

upon the beginning of the beat.

RUNNING-STEP.

A bounding or slow running step, executed upon the ball of

the foot with a moderate amount of spring, forward rather

than upward, and with limbs relaxed. The arms, held

loosely, should be slightly bent at the elbow and allowed to

swing naturally and rhythmically.
In the notation this step will be called :—

r.s. (running- step).

WALKING -STEP.

This is a springy walking step executed, at any rate by the
men, with a nonchalant bearing and a certain jauntiness of

manner not easily described. Technically, the fundamental

distinction between the ordinary walking-step and that used
in the country dance is that in the former the weight of the

body is gradually transferred from one foot to the other (both
feet, at one moment of the movement, being on the ground

at the same time), and each step is taken first on the heel
and then on the ball of the foot ; whereas, in the country-
'^ance walking-step, the movement from one foot to the other
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is effected by means of a very small spring and is executed
entirely on the ball of the foot. In other words, the step ia
in reahty a modified form of the running-step, in which
the spring, though present, is scarcely noticeable.
In the notation this will be called :—•

w.s. (walking-step).

SKIPPING- STEP.

This is a step and hop first on one foot and then on the
other. The hop is made forward rather than up, and should

raise the body as little as possible. When the steps are long
and the motion rapid, the hop should be scarcely perceptible.

The accent is on the step, which must fall, therefore, on the
beginning of the beat. The hop falls on the last quarter, or
the last third of the beat, according as the latter is simple or
compound, thus :—

S J8

h.l. r.

h.r. 1,

^ 1
m • / J- ^

m

h.r. 1. h.l. r. h.r.

OK

> 1 1m I m .^ J ^
m

h.l. r. h.r. 1. h.l.

In the notation this step will be called :

sk.s. (skipping-step).

THE SLIP.

This, like the preceding, is a compound step. It is used in
moving sideways along the straight, or around a circle, the

dancer facing at right angles to the line of motion.

The performer stands with feet apart. If moving, say, to
the left, a low spring is made off the left foot and the weight

of the body transferred to the right foot, which ahghts close
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to the spot just vacated by the left foot. The left foot then
falls to the ground, twelve inches or more to the side, a spring
is again made off it

,

with a side thrust imparted b
y the right

foot,' and the movements are repeated. The legs are thus

alternately opening and closing, scissors-fashion.

The accent falls on the foot ofi" which the spring is made,

that is, the left or right, according as the motion is toward
the left or right, thus :—

1
.

n r. 1
.

n '• I- n r. i. n

Moving to the left.

> 1

» m '

^

9

n '. I. n r.

Moving to the right.

^ 1

m

^

m

n 1
.

r. n 1
.

§ I ^ I ^ I I ^ I ^

r. n I- r. n 1 r. n 1
-

r. fl 1
-

The slip is used, though not invariably, in ring move-
ments and whenever the dancers are directed to move

sideways, or " slip " to right or left.

THE tOUBLE-HOl'.

This is sometimes used in ring movements, as an alternative
to the preceding step. It is a variant of the Slip, in which
the feet, instead of taking the ground one after the other,

alight together, about six inches apart. The movement is,
therefore, a series of jumps or double- hops.

THE SINGLE.

This consists of two movements. A step forward, or to the
side, is made with one foot, say, the right, and the weight of
the body supported upon it. The left foot is then drawn up

and the heel placed in the hollow of the right foot (one bar).
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As the left foot is moved up to the right, the body is raised
upon the instep of the right foot, and lowered as the feet
come together. These movements are shown in the following
diagram :—

^ J J I OR ^^ I I I

I. f.t. r. f.t.

THE DOUBLE.

The double is three steps, forward or backward, followed by
" feet-together," thus :—

1. r. 1. f.t. r. 1. r. f.t.

THE FIGURES.

Figure 1.

turn single,

The dancer moves round in a small circle, clockwise

(unless otherwise directed), taking four small running-steps,*
beginning with the right foot. When the turn is directed to

be made counter-clockwise, the first step is taken with the

left foot.

Care must be taken to Iceep the body erect, but not stiflf,

and to time the turn so that the dancer reaches his original

position exactly on the conclusion of the last step.

Figure 2.

THE set.

This is a formal movement of courtesy, addressed by one

dancer to another or, more frequently, by two dancers to each

* In dances in triple time the movement is completed in three steps.
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other, simultaneously. It consists of a single to the right,
followed by a single to the left (two bars), thus :

—

To right. To left. To right. To left.

.^
J J I J r^

'

1

OK g J. J. I J. J. I

r. f.t. I. f.t. r. f.t. 1
. f.t.

Figure 3.

THE SET-AND-HONOUR.

In certain dances four instead of two bars are allotted to
the Set. This may be simply an abbreviation, or misprint, for

Set-and-turn-single ; or it may bear a literal interpretation,
in which case it is, perhaps, advisable to interpolate the

Honour (Fig. 11, p. 16) after each single, thus :—

To right. To left.

I

ci

I

J <
^

\

c^ J I d J

r. f.t. Honour. I. f.t. Honour.
OR

To right. To left.

f.t. Honour. 1
.

f.t. Honour.

Whenever set-and-honour occurs in the text, performers

may either execute it in the way just described, or substitute
the set-and-turn-single.

Figure 4.

THE SIDE.

This, like the set, is a movement of courtesy, performed b
y

two dancers, usually partners, but not necessarily so.

The two dancers face each other and then move forward a

double (w.s. or r.s.) obliquely to the right, passing by the
left, and on the last step (f.t.) making a half-turn counter-
clockwise and so facing each other (two bars). This completes
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the first half of the movement and is called side to the
rvjht. In the second half of the movement —side to the
left—the dancers retrace their steps along the same tracks
and return to their original places, beginning with the left
foot, moving obliquely to the left, passing by the right, and
turning clockwise on the "feet-together" to face each other,
thus :—

To right Half -turn. Back to Position.Ill'
r. 1. r. f.t.

To right Half-turn.

I I I 1 I• • • * I «* ' • '

r. 1. r, f.t.

r:^ <=*
1
o' G

). r. I. f.t.

Back... .to.. ...Position,

1• • 1• • 1• • J-
1. r. 1. f.t.

The dancers must remember to face each other at the

beginning of each movement, to pass close to each other

shoulder to shoulder, and always to face in the direction in
which they are moving.

FiGUEE 5.

ARM WITH THE RIGHT.

Two performers, usually partners, meet, link right arms,

swing round a complete circle clockwise, separate and fall
back to places (r.s.) (four bars). The precise moment at

which the dancers unlink depends upon circumstances, but it
is usually on the fifth or sixth step.

Figure 6.

arm with the left.

This is similar to the preceding movement, the dancers

linking left instead of right arms, and swinging round

counter-clockwise instead of clockwise.
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Figure 7.

alt. lead up a double and fall back a double to places.

Couples stand in column formation, facing up. Each man
then leads his partner up a double and, without turning or

releasing hands, falls back a double (four bars).

Figure 8.

ALL lead up a double, CHANGE HANDS AND LEAD BACK

A DOUBLE.

All lead up a double ns in the preceding figure. They
then release and change hands, make a half-turn toward

each other, face downwards, and lead a double back to

places (four bars).

Figure 9.

hands-three, hands-four, etc.

Three or more dancers, as directed, extend and join hands,

dance round in a ring clockwise, facing centre, make one

complete circuit, separate, and return to places.

If more or less than one circuit is to be made, specific
instructions to that effect will be given in the notation, e.g.,

half-way round, once-and-a-half round, etc. In the absence
of any such directions it is to be understood that one complete

circuit is to be danced.

The performers should clasp hands firmly, lean outward,

and not dance too daintily. When the movement is followed
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by a repetition in the reverse direction, the dancers, without
releasing hands, may stamp on the first beat of the second
movement.

Occasionally, this figure is performed facing outward, that
is
,

with backs toward the centre. Whenever this occurs
special instructions to that effect will be given in the
notation.

FiGUKE 10.

THE TURN.

Two dancers face each other, join both hands, swing round
clockwise, separate, and return to places.

In swinging, performers should clasp hands firmly, and
lean outward as in the ring movement. If either the skipping-
or the running-step be used the feet should be slightly crossed
so that the dancers may face each other throughout the

movement.

Figure 11.

the honour.

This, like the Set, is a formal movement of courtesy
addressed b

y one dancer to another, or by two dancers to each

other simultaneously.

In making the honour, the woman curtseys, and the man
bows and, if he is wearing one, raises his hat.

The old custom was for partners to honour each other at

the beginning and at the close of each dance— the latter
should never be omitted. The movement should always be

done in rhythm with the music.
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Figure 12.

half-poussette.

a

\ h

A

/^

ic

This is performed by two adjacent couples.

Each man faces his partner and takes her by both hands.
The arms must be held out straight, and very nearly
shoulder high.

First man, pushing his partner before him, moves four
steps along dotted line to a, and then falls back four steps
along the line a b c into the second couple's place, pulling
his partner after him.
Country Dance Book—Part IV B
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Simultaneously, second man, pulling his partner with him,
falls back four steps along unbroken line to d, and then moves
forward four steps along the line d e f into the fii'st couple's
phxce (four bars).
The above movement is called the halfpoussette, and is

,

of

course, a progressive figure.

When the half-poussette is followed b
y
a repetition of the

same movement, each couple describing a complete circle or

ellipse, the figure is called the whole -poussette.

Figure 13.

back-to-back.

First man and first woman face each other and move
forward, the man along the line a h

, the woman along the

dotted line d e. They pass by the right, move round each
other, back to back, and fall back to places, the man along
the line h c, the woman along tl^e dotted line e f.
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The arrow heads in the diagram show the positions of the

dancers at the end of each har and point in the directions in

which they are facing. The arrows outside the lines show the

direction in which the dancers move.

Figure 14.

whole -gip facing centre.

Finish
I 1 I
Start

s ! ■
'.
}

Start ( \ ) Finish

First man moves forward along line a, dances round circle
bed, keeping his face toward the centre, and falls back along
line d e to place ; while first woman dances along dotted
line m, moves round circle n o ]), keeping her face toward the
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centre, and falls back along dotted line ^ s to place (four
bars).
The arrows and arrow heads have the same signification
as in the preceding figure.

FiGUBE 15.

WHOLE -GIP FACING OUTWARD.

Finish [T] Start

A \s r \ m

Start \ \ ] Finish

First man moves along line a and dances round circle bed,
facing outward, to place ; while first woman moves along
dotted line m, dances round circle nop, facing outward, and
moves along dotted line ^ s to place (four bars).
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Figure 16.

right -hands- across.

This is performed usually by four dancers (say, first and

second couples), but occasionally by three.

In the former case, first man and second woman join right
hands, while second man and first woman do the same-

Holding their hands close together, chin-high, the four

dancers dance round clockwise to places, all facing in the

direction in which they are moving.
When three performers only are dancing, two of them

clasp right hands while the third places his right hand on the

hands of the others.

Figure 17.

left-hands-across.

This is very similar to the preceding figure, the dancers

joining left instead of right hands and dancing round counter-

clockwise instead of clockwise.

It is to be understood that in both of these figures the
dancers make one complete circuit unless specific instructions

to the contrary are given.

THE HEY.

The Hey may be defined as the rhythmical interlacing in

serpentine fashion of two groups of dancers, moving in single
tile and in opposite directions.
The figure assumes different forms according to the

disposition of the dancers. These varieties, however, fall
naturally into two main types according as the track described

by the dancers—disregarding the deviations made by them
in passing one another —is (1) a straight line, or (2) the
perimeter of a closed figure, circle or ellipse.
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The second of these species, as the simpler of the two, will
be first explained.

Figure 18.
the circular hey.

In the analysis that follows the circle will, for the sake of
convenience, be used throughout to represent the track

described by the dancers in this form of the figure. In the
round dance the track will, of course, be a true circle ; while
in the square dance it will become one as soon as the move-
ment has begun. On the other hand, in a longways dance,
the formation will be elliptical, rather than circular, but this
will not affect the validity of the following explanation.
In the circular-hey the dancers, who must be even in
number, are stationed, at equal distances, around the circum-

ference of a circle, facing alternately in opposite directions,
thus :—

Diagram A.

Odd numbers face and move round clockwise ; even

numbers counter-clockwise. All move at the same rate and,
upon meeting, pass alternately by the right and left.

This progression is shown in diagram B, the dotted and

unbroken lines indicating the tracks described, respectively,

by odd and even numbers. It will be seen that in every
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circuit the two opposing groups of dancers, odd and even,

thread through each other twice ; that is, there will he eight

simultaneous passings, or chamjes, as we Avill call them, in

each complete circuit :—

5
Diagram B.

This movement is identical with that of the Grand Chain,

except that in the familiar Lancers' figure the performers
take hands, alternately right and left, as they pass ; whereas,

in the Country Dance hey, "handing," as Piayford calls it,

is the exception rather than the rule.

In this form the hey presents no difficulty. No misconcep-
tion can arise so long as (1) the initial dispositions of the

pairs, and (2) the duration of the movement, measured by

circuits or changes, are clearly defined. And instructions on
these two points will always be given in the notation. It
should be understood that, in the absence of directions to the

contrary, (1) the first pass is by the right, and (2) the dancers

pass without handing.
Figure 19.

progressive circular hey.
Sometimes the hey is danced progressively, the dancers

beginning and ending the movement pair by pair, instead of
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simultaneously, as above described. This is effected iu the
following way :—■

The first change is performed by one pair only, say Nos. 1
and 2 (see diagram A, Fig. 18) ; the second by two pairs,
Nos. 1 and 3, and Nos. 2 and 8 ; the third, in like manner, by
three pairs ; and the fourth by four pairs. At the conclusion
of the fourth change Nos. 1 and 2 will be face to face, each
having traversed half a circuit, and all the dancers will be

actively engaged, thus :—

/
6

V

8

/
Diagram C.

The movement now proceeds in the usual way. At the

end of every complete circuit the position will be as follows :—

Diagram D.
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The figure is concluded in the following manner:—

Nos. 1 and 2, upon reaching their original places (see
diagram D), stop and remain neutral for the rest of tht

movement. The others continue dancing until they reach

their proper places when they, in like manner, stop and

become neutral. This they will do, pair by pair, in the

following order, Nos. 3 and 8, 4 and 7, 5 and 6. The initial

and final movements thus occupy the same time, i.e., four

changes.

Whenever the progressive hey occurs (1) the initial pair

will be named ; and (2) the duration of the movement,

measured by changes or circuits, will be given in the notation.

Figure 20.

the straight hey.

The dancers stand in a straight line at equi-distant stations,

alternately facing up and down, thus :—

I 2 3 4-5678
Top ) <: >—< >—^ > < Bottom

Diagram E.

Odd numbers face down ; even numbers up. As in the
circular hey the dancers move at an even rate, and pass each
other alternately by the right and left. The movement is
shown in diagram F, the dotted and unbroken lines indicating,
respectively, the upward and downward tracks described by

the dancers :—

6 ^ 7^8O Bottom
C

Diagram F.

From this diagram it will be seen that the movements of
individual dancers are the same as those of the couples in a
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progressive Country Dance (duple minor-set), with this
(liflference—that the neutrals, instead of remaining passive,
reverse their direction by moving round the loops d c ov h a.
In the first change, all the dancers will be actively engaged,
meeting and passing each other, and there will be no neutrals.
But in the second change, there will be two neutrals, Nos. 2
and 7, both of whom will turn to their right and move. No. 2
round the loop h a. No. 7 round the loop d c. In the third
change, Nos. 2 and 7, having reversed their directions, re-enter

the track and all the dancers pass, in pairs, as in the first

change. In this way the track is converted into an endless
path and the continuous and characteristic rhythmic move-
ment of the hey is preserved.

When, therefore, the number of dancers is even, as in the
above example, there will be, in alternate rounds, (1) no
neutrals, and (2) two neutrals, one at each end.

The distribution, however, will be somewhat different when
the number of dancers is uneven, as the following diagram
will show :—

Diagram G.

Odd numbers face down ; even numbers up. No.5,being

neutral in the first change, will turn out to his left and move

along the dotted line a preparatory to passing No. 3 by the

left in the next change. In the second change. No. 2, being-
neutral at the upper end, will turn to his right and move
round the loop (/ c and reverse his direction.

When this variation is performed by three dancers only, we

have the form in which the hey occurs very frequently in the

Country Dance. For this reason it will perhaps be advisable

to describe this particular form in detail.
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Figure 21.

THE HEY FOR THREE.

■
. d

yc

The movement is executed in six changes in the following
way :—

(1.) Nos. 1 and 2 face each other and pass by the right,
No. 1 moving along the unbroken line, No. 2

along the dotted line ; while No. 3 faces up and

gets ready to pass No. 1 by the left in the next

change —and this he may do in two dift'ereni

ways, presently to be described.

(2.) Nos. 1 and 3 pass by the left, No. 1 moving along

the unbroken line, No. 3 along the dotted line ;

while No. 2 reverses his direction by bearing to

his right and moving round the top loop from
a to h.

(3.) Nos. 2 and 8 pass by the right, No. 2 moving along
the unbroken line. No. 3 along the dotted line ;

while No. 1 bears to his left, mo\es round

the bottom loop from c to J and reverses his
direction.

This completes the first half of the figure, called the

half-heij. Noh. 1 and 3 have changed ends, while No. 2 is

in his original station.
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(4.) Nos. 1 and 2 pass by the left, No. 1 moving along

the dotted line, No. 2 along the unbroken line ;
while No. 3 bears to his right, moves round the

top loop from a to i and reverses his direction.

(5.) Nos. 1 and 3 pass by the right, No. 1 along th«
dotted line, No. 3 along the unbroken line ;

while No. 2 bears to his left, moves round
the bottom loop from c to (/ and reverses his

direction.

(6.) Nos. 2 and 3 pass by the left to places ; while No. 1

bears to his right and moves into his place.

This completes the figure — the lohole-heij —and the dancers
are once again in their original positions.

The nature of the preparatory movement made by No. 8

during the first change depends upon the initial disposition
of the three dancers. If, for instance, the position is that of
a longways dance for six, and all the dancers are facing

front. No. 3's initial movement will depend upon the file to

which he belongs. If on the men's side, he will merely move
forward in a curve toward the middle of the General Set in

preparation for the left-pass in the second change. If on the
women's side, she will turn out to her left and cast up,

bearing a little to her right, i.e., outward and away from the

General Set.

The above is presumably the correct way in which the

hey-f or- three should be executed in the Country Dance,

although we have no direct evidence that it was in fact so

danced in Playford's day. Hogarth, however, in his Analysis

of Beantii (1753), after defining the hey as
" a cypher of

S's, a number of serpentine lines interlacing and intervolving
one another," prints a diagram of the hey-for three which,

although it might have been clearer, seems to show that the
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way the figure -was danced at that period was substantially

the same as that described above.

Moreover, Wilson (The Anahjsis of Country Dancing,

1811) also describes the figure and prints a diagram, of

which the following—except that for clearness' sake the
tracks are differentiated by means of varied lines—is a
iaithfnl reproduction :—

No. 1 moves along the broken line a ; No. 2 along the

line h ; and No. 3 along the dotted line c.

Except that the two half-heys are inverted —the two lou-er
dancers beginning the movement and passing by the left—

the method shown in the diagram is precisely the same as
that we have above described.

The straight-hey may be performed progressively. It is
unnecessary, however, to describe in detail the way in which
this is effected, because, in principle, the method is the same
as that already explained in Fig. 19.

Playford makes frequent use of the expressions " Single
Hey " and "Double Hey." It is difficult to say with certainty
what he means by these terms, because he uses them very

loosely. Very often they are identical with what we have
called the straight- and circular-hey. As, however, this is

not always the case, I have, with some reluctance, substituted
the terms used in the text, which are self-explanatory and
free from ambiguitv.
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GENERAL INSTEUCTIONS.

The preceding explanations of the steps, figures, etc., will,

it is hoped, enable the reader to comprehend and to interpret
the Notations which are now to follow. It should be
remembered, however, that, although every movement be

executed with scientific precision, this is but the first step
toward the goal Avhich every dancer should have in view.

Technical proficiency, of itself, is of little worth. To the

performer who is infected with the true spirit of the dance,

technique is merely the vehicle of artistic expression.

Now the dominant characteristic of the English Country
Dance is its " gay simplicity

"—gaiety expressed by simple,
easy, unaffected movements. Pointing the toe, arching the

leg, affecting a swaying and mincing gait, all movements,

indeed, devised to achieve a conventional elegance, are

alien to the true spirit of this dance. Such devices are the

stock-in-trade of the self-conscious dancer, ever mindful

of his own appearance and the impression which he is making

upon the onlookers. They are not the movements of those
whose sole aim is self-expression, who dance for the joy of

dancing and the rich opportunity it offers for the exercise of

those emotional and imaginative faculties, for which, in the

ordinary rough-and-tumble of everyday life, it is not easy
to find an outlet. Affected movements are not bad only

because they are ugly— though that may be reason enough—

but primarily because they are self-conscious, self-

consciousness being, of course, the arch-foe of all natural,

instinctive, artistic expression.

Now, the English Country-Dance, prior at any rate to the

18th century, had never throughout its recorded history been

used as a spectacle for the entertainment of others. It had
always been danced for its own sake ; for the purpose ot

self-expression, not self-glorification ; as an art, not a pageant.

And therein, of course, lifis its unique value.
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The technique of the Country-Dance is really a very simple

Dne. The steps are all easy and natural, while the execution of

the figures, even the most elahorate, presents hut little difficulty
when once the dancer has grasped the conception that motion

is not so much a matter of the legs as of body-balance
—a principle to -syhich every traditional folk-dancer instinc-
tively conforms. If the beginner will only seize this principle,
leave his feet to take care of themselves,— remembering

that they are supports, not ornaments, —always incline his
body according to the direction of his motion, and concen-

trate his attention wholly upon the figures, he will soon

acquire all the technique required of the Country Dancer.

Again, performers must never forget the intimate relation-

ship which should always exist between the dance and the
tune to which it is set. After all, the movements of the
dance are but the interpretation or translation, in terms of

bodily action, of the music upon which they are Avoven —just
as the melody of a song is primarily the musical expression of
the words to which it is wedded. For this reason, the
dancer should carefully listen to the tune to which he is

about to dance, assimilate it thoroughly and, if possible,
commit it to memory. In particular, let him take careful
note of its construction, i.e., the number, character, and

relative lengths of its several strains, in order that he may
time and "phrase" his movements in accordance with them.
The tempo of the dance should be determined by the character
of its tune, that is

,

solely upon musical considerations. The
application of this principle, viz., the subordination of the

dance to the music, is absolutely imperative in the present
case. For the Playford dances are very persistent m type,
and, were it not for the wide range of the emotional
content of the tunes, it would be extremely difficult to give
to them the requisite variety of treatment.

Although style in the matter of art is intuitive rather
than to be acquired by precept, a question of feeling, not of
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thought, and is altogether too subtle, elusive and intangible

a thing to be captured and set down in words, the following

maxims may, nevertheless, be of some help to the beginner,

the more particularly if they be taken as suggestions rather
than rules :—

(1.) Make no movement, however insignificant, that is

not rhythmically in agreement with the music.

For instance, in giving or taking a hand in the
hey, or when "leading", begin the movement
in plenty of time — two or more beats before

hand — and take care to raise and move the

arm in rhythm with the music.

(2.) When "leading", do not regard the taking of
hands as a mere formality. The leader should

actually lead—that is, guide and regulate the
movements of his partner.

(3.) The Country-Dance is a concerted or group-dance.
A large part of the enjoyment derived from

country-dancing arises directly from the cultiva-

tion by the dancers of a communal feeling

and understanding. This has, of course, its

technical counterpart in the harmonizing of the

movements of each individual with those of the

other dancers —an art in itself, and one only

acquired after much practice and experience.

(4.) Before beginning a figure from rest, make some

preliminary rhythmical movement (akin to the
" Once-to-yourself ", or the preparatory jump

made before each figure of the Morris Dance),

so that you may start easily and naturally with

the music. The purpose of "the two steps

back ", the initial movement of so many figures,

is to give the dancer a rhythmical balance

preparatory to the execution of the movement.
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(6.) Remember that the dances in the Notations are

divided into Parts, figures, etc., merely for the

purpose of clear description. The aim of the

dancer should be to conceal, not to call attention

to these divisions ; rather, perhaps, to regard

the successive figures of a dance as the subor-

dinate parts of a complete sentence, giving to

each no more than its due emphasis.

(6.) The steps prescribed in the Notation are not obliga-

tory. Nor is uniformity necessary, i.e., that

every dancer should use the same step at the

same time ; nor, again, that a single figure

should always be danced to one step throughout
—the arbitrary change of step in the course
of a movement is not only permissible, but

is in many cases to be commended.

(7.) In taking a step, be careful not to glide, i.e.,
gradually to transfer the weight of the body
from one foot to the other. Crawling is not

dancing. The spring, however slight it may
be— and it should always be as low as possible—

is an essential element of every Country- Dance

step.

Country Dance Book—Part (V



NOTATION.

PUT ON THY SMOCK ON A MONDAY.
Round for six; in three parts (4th Ed. 1670).

Al 1—4

0—8

A2 1—4

A3

A4

5—8

1-4

1-8

MOVEMENTS.

First Part.

Hands-six, eight slips clockwise.

Partners set and turn single.

Hands-six, eight slips counter-clockwise to

places.

Partners set and turn single.

First man leads first and second women
forward a double towards third woman,
and falls back a double (r.s.).

First man turns third woman ; while first and
second women turn each other.

As in A3, first man leading third and first
women forward towards second woman,
first man turning second woman, first and
third women turning each other.
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PUT ON THY SMOCK ON A MO'S J)AY— continued.

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

First Part— continued.

A5 1-8 As in A3, first man leading second and third
women forward towards first woman, first
man turning his partner, second and third
Avomen turning each other.

Second Part.

Al 1—4 Sides all.

5—8 Partners set and turn single.

A2 1—8 All that again.

A3, A4 and
A5

As in First Part, second man doing as first
man did.

Third Part.

Al 1—4 Partners arm with the right.

5—8 Partners set and turn single.

A2 1—4 Partners arm with the left.

5—8 Partners set and turn single.

A3, A4 and
A5

As in First Part, third man doing as first man
did.
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THE GELDING OF THE DEVIL.

Round for six ; in three parts (3rd EJ., 1665).

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

First Pakt.

A 1--8 Hands- six, eight slips clockwise and eight slips
counter-clockwise to places.

Bl 1--4 First man and first woman lead forward a double
and fall back a double to places (r.s.).

5--8 Leading forward again (r.s.), they pass between
second man and third woman and cast
off (sk.s.) to places, the first man to his
left outside second couple, and the first
woman to her right outside third couple.

B2 1--8 As in Bl, second couple leading forward and
passing between first woman and third
man.

B3 1--8 As in Bl, third couple leading forward and
passing between first man and second
woman.
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THE GELDING OF THE B^.YIL— continued.

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

Second Part.
A 1 4 Sides all.

5—8 That again.

Bl, B2 and As in First Part.
B3.

Third Part.
A 1-4 Partners arm with the right.

5—8 Partners arm with the left.

Bl, B2 and As in First Part
B3
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OAKEN LEAVES.

Round for eight ; in three parts (4th Ed., 1670).

Al

A2

A3

A4

1—4

5—8

1-4

5—8

1—2

3—4

5-8

MOVEMENTS.

First Part.

Hands-all, eight slips clockwise.

Partners set and turn single.

Hands-all, eight slips counter-clockwise to

places.

Partners set and turn single.

First and second men change places (r.s.).

First and second women change places (r.s.).

First and second couples circuiar-hey to

places, two changes, partners facing.

1— 8 Third and fourth couples do likewise.

N.B.— This Part can, if desired, be made equal
in length to each of the subsequent Parts, if
the movements in A3 and A4 be repeated,
respectively, by the first and fourth couples
and by the second and third conplri^.
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OAKEN LEAVEH— continued.

MUSIC.

Al

A2

A3

1—4

5—8

1—8

1—4

5—

A4, A5 and
A6

Al 1-4
5—8

A2 1—4

5—8

A3 1 4

5— e

A4, A5, and
A6.

MOVEMENTS.

Second Pakt.

Partners side.

Partners set and turn single.

All that again.

Men lead out their partners a double, away
from the centre, change hands, and lead
them back again. '

Men, passing in front of their partners, turn
the next woman on their right once
round.

Movement in A3 repeated three times to
places, the men in each repetition
leading out the women they have just
turned.

Third Part.

Partners arm with the right.

Partners set and turn single.

Partners arm with the left.

Partners set and turn sirgle.

The men move forward a double to the
centre and fall back a double to
places.

Each man turns the woman on his left once-
and-a-half round, and moves into her
partner's place.

Movement in A3 repeated three times to
places, the men in each repetition
turning the women on their left and
passing on, clockwise, into the next man's
place.
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SELLENGER'S ROUND; OR, THE BEGINNING OP

THE WORLD.

Round for as many as will ; in four parts (4th Ed. 1670).

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

First Part.

A. 1--8 Hands-all, eight slips clockwise and eight slips
counter-clockwise to places.

Bl 1--2 All move forward two singles toward the
centre, beginning the first with the right
foot, and the second with the left.

3--4 All fall back a double to places.

5--8 Partners set and turn single.

B2 1--8 All that again.
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SELLENGEE'S ROUND— confirmed.

MUSIC. MO\'EMENTS.

Second Part.

A. 1-4 All take hands, move forward a double
to the centre, and fall back a double to
places.

5-8 That again.

Bl and B2 As in First Part.

Third Part.

A. 1—4 Partners side.

5—8 That again.

Bl and B2 As in First Part.

Fourth Part.

A. 1 4 Partners arm with the right.

5-8 Partners arm with the left.

Bl and B2 As in First Part.
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HEARTSEASE.

For four ; in three parts (1st Ed. 1650).

[2] (D

® CD

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

Running -Step throughout the dance.

FiEST Paet.

A 1—4 Couples move forward a double, meet, and
fall back a double to places.

5—8 That again.

Bl 1—4 First man and second woman face down ; first
woman and second man face up. All fall
back a double and move forward a double.

6—8 First man and second woman turn with right
hands and fall back to places ; while second
man and first woman do the same.

B2 1 4 All fall back a double and move forward a
double to places.

5—8 Partners turn with left hands.

Second Part.

A 1—4 Partners side.

5—8 Contraries side.

Bl and B2 As in First Part.

Third Part.

A 1-4 Partners arm with the right.
5—8 Contraries arm with the left.

Bl and B2 As in First Part.
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HIT AND MISS.

For four ; in three parts (1st Ed. 1650).

[D (D

© m
MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

Bunning-step throughout the dance.

First Part.

A 1- -4 Couples move forward a double, meet, and
fall back a double to places.

5--8 That again.
B 1--2 Couples move forward a double and meet.
3--4 First man leads second woman up a double ,

while second man leads first woman down
a double.

5--6 Both couples turn and face one another. First
man leads second woman down a double ;
while second man leads first woman up a
double.

7--8 First man and first woman, joining right
hands, fall back a double to places ; while
second man and second woman do the same.

C 1--6 Circular-hey, partners facing, four changes.

Second Part.

A 1--4 Sides all.
5--8 That again.

B and c As in First Part.

Third Part.

A 1--4 Partners arm with the right.
5--8 Partners arm with the left.

B and c As in First Part.
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THE BOATMAN.

Longways for six; in three parts (1st Ed. 1650).

m 2j d

(D ® ®

Al

A2
61

B2

1—4

5—8

1—8

1—4

MOVEMENTS.

5—8

1—4

5—8

Running-step throughout the dance.

First Part.

All lead up a double and fall back a double to
places.

Partners set and turn single.

All that again.
First couple and second man the straight-hey,
four changes (the three standing in line,
second man in the middle facing first
woman and passing her by the right) ;
while the third couple and second woman
do the same (the latter facing third man
and passing him by the right).

Partners turn, the first and third couples once
round, the second couple half-way round.
All are now in their opjiosite places.

As in Bl, except that second man heys with
third couple (facing third woman and
passing her by the right) while second
woman heys with first couple) (facing
first man and passing him by the right).

Partners turn as in Bl, to places.
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THE BOATMAN— continued.

MUSIC.

Al

A2

Bl

1—4

5—8

1-8

1—2

5—8

B2 1—2

MOVEMENTS.

Second Part.
Sides all.

Partners set and turn single.

All that again.

First couple and second man hands-three

half-way round and stand in line facing

down, second man in the middle ; while

third couple and second woman do like-

wise and stand in line facing up, second

woman in the middle.

8—4 Still holding hands, all fall back two steps
and move forward two steDS.

Second man and second woman meet in the

middle of the Set, turn each other once-

and-a-quarter round and fall into the

middle station (improper) ; while first

and third men turn their partners once

round. AIL are now in their opposite

places.

As in Bl, except that second man hands-three
half-way round with third couple, second

woman with first couple.

As in Bl, to places.
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THE BOATMAN— contmMerf.

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

Third Part.

Al 1-4 Partners arm with the right.

5—8 Partners set and turn single.

A2 1—4 Partners arm with the left.

5—8 Partners set and turn single.

Bl

B2

1— 4 First and third men and second woman hands-

three round second man to places.

5—8

1-4

Second man turns his partner.

First and third women and second man hands-

three roimd second woman to places.

5—8 I Second man turns his partner.
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THE WHIRLIGIG.

Longways for six ; in three parts (1st Ed. 1650).

m 2 3

@ d)

Al

Bl

B2

A2

1—4

5—8

1—4

5—8

1—4

5—8

1—4

MOVEMENTS.

Fie ST Part.
All lead up a double and fall back a double
to places.

That again.

Second man and second woman lead up the
middle to the top, cast off and return to
places.

Second woman crosses over, passes counter-
clockwise round first man and returns to
her place ; while second man crosses over,
passes clockwise round first woman and
returns to his place (r.s.).

Second man and second woman lead down
the middle to the bottom, cast off and
return to places.

Second woman crosses over, passes clockwise
round third man and returns to her place ;
while second man crosses over, passes
counter-clockwise round third woman and
returns to his place (r.s.).

First man, followed by second and third men,
casts oft" to the bottom ; while first woman,
followed by second and third women, does
the same (sk.s.).
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THE \^mmAGlG—continued.

5—8

MO\'EMENTS.

First Pakt—continued.

Second man and second woman, followed
respectively by third man and third woman,
lead down the middle, pass between first
man and first woman, and cast off to the
top, the men to their right, the women to
their left (progressive) (sk.s.).

The viorements in Bl, B2 and A2 are now
repeated twice to places as in a j)^'ogressive
loncficays dance {Whole-set), the third couple
occupiiiiiy the middle pjosition in the first
repetition, and tlie first couple in the last.

Al

Bl

1—4

5—8

1—8

B2

A2

1—8

1—8

Second Part.
Partners side.

That again.

Second man crosses over, arms first woman
with the right, and then goes the whole-
hey with the first couple, second man
facing first man and passing him by the
left. Simultaneously, second woman arms
third man with the right and goes the
whole -hey with the third couple, second
woman facing third woman and passing
her by the left (r.s.).

As in Bl to places, second man arming third
man with the right and heying with the
third couple ; second woman arming first
woman and heying with the first couple-

As in First Part (progressive).

The movements in Bl, B2 and A2 are now
repeated twice progressively to places.
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THE -WRmhlGlG— continued.

Al

Bl

B2

A2

1—4

5—8

1—4

6—8

1—4

5—8

1—8

MOVEMENTS.

Third Part.

Partners arm with the right.

Partners arm with the left.

First man, followed by second man, casts down
into the second place, and returns up the
middle to his own place ; while first woman,
followed by second woman, does the same

(r.s.).

First and second couples right-hands across
(r.s.).

Third man and third woman, followed respect-
ively by second man and second woman,
cast up and retui-n down the middle to
places.

Second and third couples right-hands-across.

As in First Part (progressive).

The movemenU in Bl, B2 and A2 are now
repeated twice proyiessively to places.

Country Dance Book—Part IV D
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PICKING UP STICKS.

Longways for six ; in three parts (1st Ed. 1650).

m 2 3

® @ (D

MUSIC. MOVEJIENTS.

Al

A2

A3

A4

A5

A6

A7

1—4

5—8

1—1

5—8

1—4

5—8

1—4

5—8

1—4

5—8

1—4

5—8

1—4

5—8

First Part.

All lead up a double and fall back a double to
places.

That again.

First man changes places with the middle
dancer on the oppo.site side and then

with the last dancer on his own side

(r.s.).

All lead up a double and fall back a double to
places.

First woman does as first man did in A2.

As in A2.

Second woman does as first man did in A2.

As in A2.

Second man does as first man did in A2.

As in A2.

Third mail does as first man did in A2.

As in A2.

Third woman does as first man did in A2.

As in A2.
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PICKING UP STICKS— conti7iiied.

MUSIC.

Al

A2

1—4

5-8

1-8

A3 1— J

Al 1—4

5-8

MOVEMENTS.

Second Part.

Sides all.

That again.

First man and first woman face, take both
hands, and go four slips down between
second man and second woman ; while
second man and second woman go four
slips up into the top place (2 bars).

Second man and second woman take both
hands and slip doAvn to places between
first man and first woman ; while first
man and first woman slip up to places
(2 bars).

First and second couples repeat these move-
ments (4 bars).

Simultaneously, third man and third woman
cross over, cast up to the top, cross over
again and cast down to places (sk.s).

Third and second couples do as first and
second couples did in A2, third couple first
slipping up between second man and
second woman ; while first man and first
woman cross over, cast down to the
bottom, cross over again and cast up to
places.

Third Part.

Partners arm with the right.

Partners arm with the left.
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PICKING UP STICKS— continued.

MUSIC.

A2, A3, and
A4

MOVEMENTS.

A5, A6, and
A7.

Third Pakt—continued .

First man, followed by second and third
men, crosses over and threads or heys
through the three women (they standing
still), passing outside first woman, inside
second, and outside third. The first and
second men, on reaching the third woman,
pass, clockwise, completely round her and
face up ; while the third man, instead of
following second man round third woman,
passes counter-clockwise completely round
second woman and faces up, thus becoming
the head of the file (sk.s.).

Third man, followed by first and second men,
then heys up to the top, the second man

(now the hindermost), instead of following
first man round first woman, passing
counter-clockwise round second woman,
and facing down.

The three, now led by second man, then hey
once again to the bottom, the first man

(now the hindermost) passing counter-
clockwise completely round second woman
and facing up.

Led by first man, the three, now in their
proper order, hey up to the top, turn to
their right, cast down to the bottom, and
then move up to their respective places.

The women do as the men did in A2, A3, and
A4.



NOTATION. 53

SCOTCH CAP.

Longways for six ; in three parts (1st Ed., 1650).

[D 2\ 3

© © (D

MOVEMENTS.

A

Bl

B2

A

Bl

B2

1—4

5—8
1-4

5—i

Bunning-step throughout the dance.

First Part.

All lead up a double and fall back a double to
places.

That again.
First and second women and second and third
men fall back two steps, cross over
and change places, first woman with
second man and second woman with
third man.

First man and third woman fall back two
steps, cross over, and change places.

All that again to places.

1—4
5—8
1—4

5—8

1—4
6—8

Second Part.

Partners side.
That again.
The men take hands, fall back a double and
move forward a double to places ; while
the women do the same.

First & third men, first & third women,
second man & second woman, arm
with the right and fall back to places.

As in Bl.
Partners turn.
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SCOTCH CKF— continued.

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

Bl

B2

1—4

5-8

1—2

3-8

Third Part.

Partners arm with the right.

Partners arm with the left.

The men go four sHps up, while the women

go four slips down, so that third man

faces first woman.

Progressive hey, handing, three changes, to

places, third man and first woman

beginning the movement. {In the third

and last change, second man turns his

partner once round with the right hand,

while first and third men turn their

partners three-quarters round.)

Same movement as in Bl, except that the
men slip down and the women slip up,

and that first man and tliird woman

begin the progressive hey.



NOTATION. 55

GEEENWOOD.

Longways for six ; in six parts (1st Ed. 1650).

© [H (D

m (D

MUSIC. MO\'EMENTS.

First Part.

Al 1--4 All facing front, move forw'ard a double and
fall back a double to places.

5--8 Partners set and turn single.

A2 1--4 The second man leads the first and third
women out a double, changes hands and
leads them back a double to places ; while
the second w^oman does the same with the
first and third men.

5--8 Partners set and turn single.

A3 1--4 Second man sides with his partner ; while
first man sides with third man, and first
woman with third woman.

5--8 Partners set and turn single.

A4 1--4 First man sides with second woman, and
second man with first woman ; while third
man sides with his partner.

5--8 Partners set and turn single.

A5 1--4 Second man sides with third woman, and
third man with second woman ; while first
man sides with his partner.

5--8 Partners set and turn single.
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GBE^mNOOB— continued.

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

Second Part.

Al and A2 As in First Part.
A3 and A4 As in First Part, except that the dancers arm

with the right instead of siding.

A5 1—8 As in First Part, except that the dancers arm
with the left instead of siding.

Third Part.

Al and A2 As in First Part.
A3 1—4 Each file hands-three.

5—8 Partners set and turn single.

A4 1—4 First couple and second man hands- three ;
while third couple and second woman do
the same.

5—8 Partners set and turn single.

A5 1—4 Third couple and second man hands- three ;
while first couple and second woman do
the same.

5—8 Partners set and turn single.

Fourth Part.

Al and A2 As in First Part.
A3 1—8 Each file goes the whole-hey.

A4 1—8 First woman moves forward between first and
second men and all three go the whole-hey,
second man and first woman passing by
the right.

Simultaneously, third man moves forward
between second and third women and all
three go the whole-hey, third man and
second woman passing by the right.



NOTATION. 57

GREENWOOD— contwitcrf.

A5 1—8

MOVEMENTS.

Fourth FAni—contiiiued.

First man moves forward between first and
second women, and all three go the whole -
hey, first man facing second woman and
passing by the left.

Simultaneously, third woman moves forward
between second and third men, and all
three go the whole-hey, third woman and
second man facing and passing by the left.

Al and A2
A3 1--4

5--8
A4 1--4

5--8

Al and A2
A3 1—8

A4 1-^

A5 and A6

Fifth Part.

As in First Part.

The three men go hands-three round second
woman.

Partners set and turn single.
The three women go hands-three round second
man.

Partners set and turn single.

Sixth Part.

As in First Part.

The second woman falling back, the three men
go the whole-hey, second man moving
between first and third men and passing
the latter by the right.

The second man falling back, the three women
go the whole-hey, second woman moving
between the first and third women and
passing the former by the right.

Same as Al and A2 in First Part.
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STEP STATELY.

Longways for three, five, seven or nine couples ; in three

parts (1st Ed. 1650).

m B HI m

© © (D

MUSIC.

1—2

3—4

5-8

B 1-4

5—6

MOVEMENTS.

First Part.

All lead up a double.

Still facing up, men go four slips to their
right behind their partners ; while the
women go four slips to their left.

The men face the right wall and join hands,
while ths women face the left wall and do
likewise. The first man, followed by
the other men, casts down to the bottom
of the Set and stands with the rest of
the men in a straight line on his right
hand, all facing the Presence; while the
women, in like manner, led by first
woman, cast down and stand in line
with the men, first woman next to first

All take hands, move up a double and fall
back a double.

First man and first woman having released
their hands, the women, hand-iu-hand,
move to the right in front of the men and
dance up to places ; while the men move
to the left and do the same.



NOTATION. 59

STEP STATELY— continued.

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

B

1—4

5—6

7-8
1—4

6—8

Second Part.

(Duple minor-set.)

First man and first woman lead up a double,
change hands, and lead back to places.

First and second couples hands -four half-way
round (r.s.).

First man and second woman change places.

First and second women lead up to the top,
cross over and stand, the first woman
behind the second man, the second woman
behind the first man.

The two men, giving right hands, pass each
other, and then turn their partners with
left hands, the first couple falling into the
second place, the second couple into the
first place (progressive) (sk.s.).

B

1-4

5—6

7-8
1—4

5— e

Third Part.

(Progressive.)

First man and first woman cross over, cast
down and cross again in the second place,
the second couple moving up to the top.

The first three men taking hands, the first
three women doing the same, all move
forward a double, first man and first
woman meeting, second and third men
changing places with their partners.

The two files fall back a double.

First man and first woman lead up to the top
and then, followed by second couple, cast
down into the third place, second couple
falling into the second place, and third
couple moving up into the first place.

Second and third couples hands-four half-way
round ; while first man and first woman
arm with the right (progressive)
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STEP BTATEliY—contimied.

When three couples only are dancing, the progressive movement

is that of an ordinary Whole-set dance. When,

?iowever, Jive, seven or nine couples are dancing, the

progressive movement is that of a triple minor-set
ivith this difference that the leading couples gain

two 2^i<^<^*̂** ^<*c/i round instead of one. In this
latter case, couples going up the dance should be

careful to note at the beginning of each round to
which minor-set they belong and their 2}lace in that
set. This they can most easily do by carefully noting
the positions and movements of the leading coup)les.
It should be noted that the restriction tvith regard to
the number of the performers is operative in the
Third Fart only.



NOTATION.

AYE ME, OK, THE SYMPHONY.

Longways for eight ; in three parts (1st Ed. 1650).

m 2 3 a
© ® (D ©

61

Al

A2

Bl

1—4

5—6

7—8

1—8

1—4

6—8

B2 1—i

MOVEMENTS.

Running-Step throughout the dance.

First Part.

Partners lead up a double and fall back a
double to places.

Partners face ; men fall back two steps in fifth
bar, women the same in sixth bar.

All move forward to places, turning single as
they do so.

All that again.
First man and first woman cast down, meet
below the second couple and change
places; while fourth man and fourth
woman cast up, meet above the third
couple and change places.

First man and first woman cast up to the top,
cross over and move down into the
second place, the first man taking second
man by both hands and turning him
counter- clockwise up into the first place,
the first woman in like manner turning
second woman clockwise into the first
place. Simultaneously, fourth and third
couples do likewise.

All that again to places, second and third
couples initiating the movement.
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AYE ME—continued.

Al 1-4

5- 6

7—8

A2 1-8
Bl 1—2

B2

MOVEMENTS.

3-4

5—6

7- 8

1—2

3—4

5-6
7—8

Second Pakt.

Partners honour (2 bars) and change places,
passing by the left (2 bars).

]Men fall back two steps in fifth bar, women
the same in sixth bar.

All move forward a double to places, turning
single as they do so.

All that again to places.

All face up. First and third men and women
go four slijDS outward ; while second and
fourth men and women go four slips
inward.

First and third couples fall back a double;
while second and fourth couples move up
a double.

Still facing up, first and third men and women
go four slips inward; while second and
fourth men and women go four slips
outward.

First and third couples move forward a double ;
while second and fourth couples fall back
a double.

As in Bl, all facing down.

First and third couples move forward a double ;
while second aud fourth couples fall back
a double.

As in Bl, all facing down.
First and third couples fall back a double to
places ; while second and fourth couples
move forward a double to places.



NOTATION.

AYE ME— co7itinued.

Ai

A2

Bl

B2

1—4

5—6

7-8

1—4

5-8

1—4

5—6

7-^

1-i

MOVEMENTS.

Third F^RT.

Partners arm with the right once-and-a-half
round, and change places.

Men fall back two steps in fifth bar ; the
women doing the same in sixth bar.

All move forward a double, turning single as
they do so.

Partners arm with the left ouce-and-a-half
round to places.

As in Al to places.

Second and third couples cast off and move
into first and fourth places respectively.

Simultaneously, first and fourth couples face,
move forward, meet, change places
(opposites passing by the right), and
stay in the third and second stations
respectively. Whereupon, first and fourth
men change places with their partners.

First man with his right hand takes the fourth
man by the left and changes places with
him, both moving counter-clockwise;
while first woman with her left hand
takes the fourth woman by the right and
changes places with her, both moving
clockwise.

First and fourth men change places with their
partners.

Movement repeated to places, first and fourth
couples casting off, while second and
third couples meet, pass each other, etc
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PRINCE RUPERT'S MARCH.

Longways for eight; in three parts (1st Ed. 1650).

m 2 3 B
© ® (D ®

MUSIC.

Bl

l—i

1—4

5--6

7--8

B2 1--4
5--0
7--8

A 1--8

Bl and 82

MOVEMENTS.

Walking-step throughout the dance.

First Part.

First couple, followed by second, third and
fourth couples, leads round to the right to
the bottom and then up the middle to
places.

First man, followed by second, third and
fourth men, crosses over, moves down out-
side the women and stands behind fourth
woman.
All face left wall and move forward a

double.
Men change places with the women opposite
them.

As in Bl, fourth man leading the other men.
As in Bl.
Partners change places.

Second Part.

First couple, followed by the remaining three
couples, leads round to the left to the
bottom and then up the middle to places.

The women do as the men did in the First
Part, moving down behind the men,
advancing toward the right wall, etc.



NOTATION. 65

PRINCE RUPERT'S MABGR- continued.

MUSIC.

A

Bl

B2

1—8

1—1

6-8

1—4

6—8

MOVEMENTS.

Third Part.

As in First Part.

The first man, followed by the other three
men, crosses over and moves down to the
bottom on the women's side ; while the
fourth woman, followed by the other three
women, crosses over and moves up to the
top on the men's side (i.e., all move round
clockwise).

Partners face. All fall back a double
move forward a double.

and

Movement in Bl repeated in reverse, the men
headed by fourth man, the women headed
by first woman moving down and up
respectively to places (i.e., all moving
roimd counter-clockwise).

As in Bl.

Country Dance Book—Part IV K
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THE HEALTH; OR, THE MERRY WASSAIL.

Longways for eight ; in three parts (1st Ed. 1660).

m 2_ 1^ a
© ® © ©

MUSIC.

Al

A2

A3

MOVEMENTS.

1—4

5—8

1—8

1-4

A4

First Part.

All lead up a double and fall back a double
to places.

Partners set-and-honour.

All that again.

First and fourth couples face each other, meet
and go back to-back, staying in the second
and third places respectively ; while second
couple casts up into the first place, and
third couple casts down into the fourth
place (r.s.).

First man and first woman cast up to the top,
and return down the middle to the same
places ; while fourth man and fourth
woman cast down to the bottom, and
return up the middle to the same places

Movement repeated to places, second and third
couples meeting, going back-to-back, etc.



NOTATION. 67

THE HEMjTR— continued.

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

Second Part.

Al 1--1 Hands-all, half-way round, facing outward
(r.s.).

5--8 Partnei'S set-and-honour.

A2 1--4 Hands-all, half-way round, counter-clockwise,
facing outward to places (r.s.).

5--8 Partners set-and-honour.

A3 1--4 As in A3, First Part.

5--8 First and fourth couples hands-four, facing
outward (r.s.).

A4 1--8 As in A3, second and third couples meeting,
going back-to-back, etc.

Third Part.

Al 1--4 Partners turn once-and-a-half round and

change plaoes (sk.e.).

A2

5—6

7—8

1—8

First and second men, third and fourth men,
first and second women, and third and
fourth women turn half-way round and
change places (sk.s.).

Partners set.

All that again to places.
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THE B.^kJjTIL— continued.

MUSIC.

A3

A4

A3

1—4

5—8

1—8

1—2

3—4

5—8

A4

MOVEMENTS.

Thikd Part— continued.

First and fourth couples face each other and
meet ; while second and third couples cast
up and down respectively into first and
fourth places (r.s.).

First and fourth men and women clap their
hands and go right-hands- across.

Movement repeated to places, second and third
couples meeting, clapping hands, etc.

Alternative Version.

First man and fourth woman move forward,
meet and join right hands ; while second
man casts up into first place and third
woman casts down into fourth place (r.s.).

First woman and fourth man move forward,
meet and join right hands ; while second
woman casts up into first place and third
man casts down into fourth place.

First and fourth couples right-hands-across
once round.

Movement continued to places, second man and
third woman meeting, joining hands, etc.



NOTATION. 69

HALFE HANNIKIN.

Longways for as many as will ; in one part (1st Ed. 1650).

m [2] d] E
(D (2) Q) ®

MUSIC.

Bl

A2

B2

1—4

1—4

5-8

1—4

5-8

MO\'EMENTS.

(Progressive.)

All lead up a double and fall back a double to
places.

That again.

Opposites side.

The top dancer ou the men's side and the
bottoui dancer on the women's side turn
their opposites and then fall out, the
former standing neutral at the top, and
on the right of the General Set, the
latter at the bottom and on the left ;

while the rest of the dancers^ on the
men's side turn their opposites and move
up one place.

All (with the exception of the two neutral
dancers) are 7iow facing up in coiqdes,
seco7id man with first woman, third man
icith second woman, and so forth.

All the couples lead up a double and fall back
a double to places.

That again.

1— 4 I Opposites side.
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HALFE HANNIKIN—conetwM^rf.

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

5-8 All the dancers on the women's side turn their
opposites and move down one place, the

neutral dancer at the top moving into

the vacant place at the top of the

women's side, and the neutral dancer at

the bottom into the vacant place at the

bottom of the men's side (progressive).

The above movements are then repeated, and tlie

dance proceeds until all the men ham

changed over to the women s side (jirst man

at the lower end), and all the wonun have

changed over to the men's side {lastivoman

at the upper end) : or, if preferred, until
all are once again in their original places.



NOTATION. 71

THE COLLIER'S DAUGHTER; or, THE DUKE OF
RUTLAND'S DELIGHT.

Longways for as many as will ; in one part (Vol. 2,
4th Ed. 1728).

m H
© (2) (D © 9 •> O «

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

(Triple minor-set.)

Al 1--4 First man and first woman cross over and
cast down into second place (improper),
second couple moving up into first place.

5^ 8 First man turns first woman.

A2 1--4 First man and first woman cross over and
cast down into the third place (proper),
third couple moving up into the second
place.

5--8 First man turns first woman.

Bl 1 2 First man leads first woman up the middle
into the second place, thu'd couple moving
down into the third place (progressive).

3--6 First and second couples hands-four.

7--8 All four turn single.

B2 1--4 First and second couples circular-hey, four
changes, partners facing.

5--8 First and second men turn their partners.
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UP GOES ELY.

Longways for as many as will ; in one part (Vol 3, c. 1728).

m m H . . . .

© @ (D © • ♦ • •

A 1—4

B

6—8

1—2

3-4

MOVEMENTS.

N.B.—llie tune is in triple time, i.e., three steps
to the bar.

Running-step throughout the dance.

(Triple minor-set.)
First man and first woman cast off into the
second place (second couple moving up
into the first place), tm'n each other half-
way round and change places (improper),
cast off again and meet below the third
couple.

First man and first woman lead up the middle
to the top and cast off into the second
place (still improper).

First man moves into the middle and, facing
down, goes hands-three with the third
couple half-way round ; while first woman,
facing up, does the same with the second
couple.

Second and third men have now changed places
ivith their partners; while first tvoman is
standing above the second couple, facing
down, and first man below the third couple,
facing up.

First man and first woman meet, turn half-
way round and fall hack, each into the
other's place.



NOTATION. 78

UP GOES ELY— continued.

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

5—6 First man (standing above second couple,
facing down) goes hands-three with second
couple half-way round ; while first woman
(standing below third couple, facing up)
does the same with third couple.

7—8 Second and third men turn their partners;
while first man and first woman face, turn
three-quarters round and fall into the
second place (progressive ; proper).
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EVERY LAD HIS LASS.

Longways for as many as will ; in one part

(Vol. 2, 4th Ed. 1728).

m 2 3 m

(i) ® ® ®

• • • •

• « • •

MOVEMENTS.

1—4

5—8

1—2

3—4

5—6

7—12

(Triple minor-set.)

First man and first woman set and cast down
into second place, second couple moving
up into first place.

Second couple set and cast down into second
place, first couple moving up into first
place.

First man and second woman meet with two
steps and a jump on the two beats of the
first bar and the first beat of the second,
respectively.

First woman and second man meet in like
manner.

All four return to places, turning single as
they do so.

First man and first woman cross over, cast
down, meet below second couple, cross
over again, cast down, meet below third
couple, and move up the middle into the
second place ; while second couple moves
up into first place (progressive).



NOTATION. 75

EPSOM NEW WELLS.

Longways for as many as will ; in one part

(Vol. 2, 4th Ed. 1728).

®

H]

® (D © • • • »

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

1--4

5—8

Bl

B2 1—4

5—6
7—8

(Triple minor-set.)

First man turns second wom;in half-way
round. First man then passes clockwise
round second man and returns to his

place ; while second woman passes clock-
wise round first woman and returns to her
place.

First woman turns second man half-way
round. First woman then passes clockwise
round first man and returns to her place ;
while second man passes clockwise round
second woman and returns to his place.
First man and first woman lead down the
middle, while second man and second
woman cast up and then follow behind
them. First and second couples lead
through the third couple, cast up, men to
their right and women to their left, and
return to places.

First and second men lead a double to the left
wall, change hands, and lead a double
back again to places ; while first and second
women lead to the right wall and back
again in like manner.

Partners set.
First man and first woman cast down into
second place, second couple moving up
into first place (progressive).
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MY LADY'S COUEANT.

Longways for as many as will ; in one part

(Vol. 2, 4tli Ed. 1728).

m [2] HI H
® © (D ®

• • •

• • • •

Al 1—4

A2 1—8

Bl 1—4

MOVEMENTS.

(Triple minor-set.)

First man and first woman cast down into the
second place, second couple moving up
into first place.

Second couple and first man hands- three once
round, while third couple and first woman
do the same.

First man and first woman cast up to the top,
cross over, cast down and hands-three
once round, the man with second and
third women, the woman with second and
third men. The first couple is now in the
second jylace [improper).

First woman moves up the middle and
passes clockwise round second woman

to the second place on her own side ; while
first man moves up the middle and

passes counter-clockwise round second man

to the second dace on his own side.
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MY LADY'S COVRA'^T— continued.

B2

0—8

1—6

7—8

MO^^MENTS.

First man and first woman
and then cast up into
second couple moving
second place.

turn each other
the first place,
down into the

First man, taking his partner's left hand
in his right—she taking the second
woman's left hand in her right—casts off
to his left, and, followed by first and second
women, goes a complete circle, counter-
clockwise, round second man.

First man and first woman cast down into the
second place, second couple moving up
into the first place (progressive).
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ORLEANS BAFFLED.

Longways for as many as will ; in one part

(Vol. 2, 4th Ed. 1728).

Ill m [u a . .

© (D (D ® • •

MUSIC.

1—2

3—4

5—6

7— H

Bar 9

Bar 10

11—12

MOVEMENTS.

N.B.—The tune is in triple time, i.e., three

steps to the bar.

Running-step throughout the dance.

(Triple minor-set.)

First man and first woman cast down into
second place, second couple moving up
into first place.

First and third couples half-poussette and
change places (first man pushing and
then pulling).

First man and first woman cast up into
second place, third couple moving down
into the third j)lace.

First and second couples half-poussette and
change places (first man pulling and
then pushing).

First man and second woman change places.

Second man and first woman change places.

First and second couples circular-hey, three
changes, men facing and women facing

(progressive).



NOTATION. 79

ED

©

A TRIP TO KILBURN.

Longways for as many as will ; in one part

(Vol. 2, 4th Ed. 1728).

2 3 E
® (D ©

• a •

• • • •

Al

A2

Bl

B2

1—2

3- 6

7- 8

1- 2

3--G

7--8

1--2

3--8

1--4

MOVEMENTS.

6-8

(Triple minor-set.)

First man and first woman cast down into

second place, second couple moving up

into first place.

First and third couples hands-four.

First couple leads through third couple.

First man and first woman cast up into the
second place.

First and second couples hands-four.

First couple leads tlirough second couple.

First man and first woman cast ofi" into second

place (progressive).

First, second and third couples hands-six.

First and second couples circular-hey, four

changes, partners facing.

First and second men turn their partners.
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MY LADY WINWOOD'S MAGGOT.

Longways for as many as will ; in one part

(Vol. 3, c. 1728).

m m s H . .

© © (D ® • • ♦

MOVEMENTS.

Al

A2

Bl

B2

1—4

5— e

1—8

1—4

5—8

1—4

5—8

(Triple minor-set.)
First man and first woman set and cast down
into second place, second couple moving
up into first place.

First man and first woman lead through the
third couple and cast up into second
place (progressive).

First man goes figure of eight with third
couple, passing counter-clockwise round
the third woman and clockwise round
the third man ; while first woman does
the same with second couple, passing
counter-clockwise round second man and
clockwise round second woman (sk.s.).

First, second and third couples hands-six.

First, second and third men go back- to- back
with their partners.

First man and first woman lead down through
third couple, cast up to the top and lead
down the middle to the second place.

First man turns his partner.



NOTATION. Bl

THE M'AIDEN'S blush.

Longways for as many as will ; in one part

(Vol. 2, 4th Ed. 1728).

m [u m B
© © (D ©

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

(Triple minor-set.)

A 1--4 First man and first woman set and cast down
into second place, second couple moving
up into first place.

5--8 Same again, first couple changing places with
third couple.

Bl 1--4 First man and first woman lead up to the top,
and cast down into second place, third
couple moving down into third place.

5--8 First and second couples circular-hey, two
changes, partners facing.

B2 1--4 First and second men turn their partners.

5--8 First and second couples circular-hey, two
changes, partners facing (progressive).

Country Dance Book—Part IV
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JENNY, COME TIE MY CRAVAT.

Longways for as many as will ; in two parts (8th Ed. 1690)

m [u

Q) ® Q) • • • •

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS,

First Pakt.

(Triple minor-set.)

A 1--4 First man turns second woman.

5--8 First woman turns second man.

B 1--8 First man and first woman cross over, cast
down, cross over below the second couple,
cast down again, meet below the third
couple, lead up the middle to the top, and
ca^st down into second place, second couple
moving up into first place (progressive).

Second Part.

(Duple minor-set.)

A 1--2 First and second women fall back a double,
while first and second men move forward
a double.

3--4 All four turn single.



NOTATION. 83

JENNY, COME TIE MY CBA\AT— contini(ed.

MOVEMENTS.

B

6-6

7—8

1-4

5—6

7—8

Second Part— continued.

The two men fall back a double, and the two
women move forward a double to places.

All four turn single.

Partners side, all clapping their hands on the
first beat of the first bar.

All four turn single.

First man and first woman cast down into
second place, while second couple moves
up into first place, partners striking each
other's hands (right on left and left
on right) on the first beat of the bar
(progressive).
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MR. ISAAC'S MAGGOT.

Longways for as many as will ; in one part (9tli Ed. 1695).

m 2 3

(D a) d) ® • ■> • •

MOVEMENTS.

B

1-4

5—8

1—4

5—8

9-10

11—12

N.B. — The tune is in triple-time ; i.e., three
steps to the bar.

(Duple minor-set.)

First man turns second woman with the right
hand and returns clockwise round second
man to his place.

First woman turns second man with the left
hand and returns counter-clockwise round
second woman to her place.

First and second men take hands, fall back
six steps and move forward to places,
turning single in the last three steps as
they do so ; while first and second women
do the same.

First and second couples circular-hey to places,
four changes, partners facing. After the
last change first man and first woman fall
back and stand between second man and
second woman, all four facing up.

First and second couples, four abreast, with
linked hands, lead up three steps and fall
back three steps.

First and second couple lead up three steps,
the second couple staying in the first
place, while first man and first woman
cast down into the second place
(progressive).



NUTATION. Ho

THE FIT'S COME ON ME NOW.

Longways for as many as will ; in one part (7th Ed. 1686).

m m a
© ® (D ©

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

1—2

8-i
5-6

7—8

Bar 1

2—4

Bar 5

6-8

N.B.—The tune is in triple time, i.e., three steps
to the bar.

(Duple minor-set.)

First man casts down, passes below second
man and returns up the middle to his place ;
while the second woman moves up the
middle, casts down and returns to her place.

First and second men turn their partners.

First woman casts down, passes below the
second woman and returns up the middle to
her place ; while the second man moves up
the middle, casts down and returns to his
place.

First and second men turn their partners.

First and second men change places with their
partners.

First woman and first man cross over and move
down between second couple, cast up to
their original places, and turn single.

Second man and second woman cast up to the
first place (improper), first couple moving
down to second place (progressive).

Second man and second woman cross over and
move down between first couple, cast up
into the first place, «nd turn single.
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THE CORONATION DAY.

Longways for as many as will ; in one part

(10th Ed. 1698),

(n [u (u a
® CD ©

• • •

• • • •

1—4

5-8

Bl 1—4

MOVEMENTS.

(Duple minor-set.)

First man with his right hand takes his
partner by her left hand and leads her
down the middle, passing her before
him into second man's place, he falling
into second woman's place; while second
man and second woman cast up to the
top, cross over and change sides.

Second man with his left hand takes his
partner by her right hand, and leads her
down the middle into the second place,
passing her before him on to her own
side ; while first man and first woman
cast up to the top, cross over and change
sides.

First man moves round his partner counter
clockwise into her place, while she (in
bars 3 and 4) moves down into second
woman's place, turning single as she
does so. Simultaneously, second woman

passes counter-clockwise round her

partner into his place, while he (in bars
3 and 4) moves up into first man's place,
turning single, clockwise, as he does so.



NOTATION. 87

THE CORONATION DAY .—continued.

B2

6—8

1—2

3—4

5~^

MOVEMENTS.

First man and first woman lead to the left wall
between second man and second woman,
cast off and return to the same places.

Second man casts down and crosses over into
the second place on the women's side ;
while first woman crosses over into the
first place on the men's side.

All four turn single.

First man and first woman cross over and
cast down into the second place ; while
second man with his right hand takes
his partner by her left hand and leads
her up the middle, passing her before
him into the first place on the women's
side, he falling into the first place on
the men's side (progressive).
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LADY BANBURY'S HORNPIPE.

Longways for as many as will ; in three parts (3rd Ed. 1655).

B . . . .m [u

© (D (D © • • • •

MOVEMENTS.

1—4

£ 1—2

8—4

N.B. — The tune is in triple time, i.e., three steps
to the bar.'''

First Part.

(Duple minor-set.)

First man and first woman cast down into
the second place, cross over and stand,
first man on the outside of second woman
(both facing down), first woman on the
outside of second man (both facing up).

First man and second woman (taking inside

hands) lead down three steps and fall back
three steps ; while second man and first
woman (taking inside hands) lead up three

steps and fall back three steps.

Second man and second woman go right-
hands-across half-way round, holding first
woman and first man respectively in theii
left hands. Upon the conclusion of this
movement, first couple falls into second
place, while second man changes places
w'ith second woman and both fall into the
first place (progressive).

* Playford bars it, wrongly, as we believe, in duple time.



NOTATION. 89

LADY BANBUEY'S HORNPIPE- co«tm»^rf.

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

1—2

B

3—4

1—2

3—4

Second Pakt.

(Duple minor-set.)

The two men face and take both hands, the
two women doing the same. First man
pulls second man up three steps and pushes
him down the middle three steps ; while
the second woman pulls first woman down
three steps and then pushes her up the
middle three steps.
All four are now in line, second man and. first
woman hack to hack.

First man and second woman change places,
both moving to their left, i.e., clockwise.

Second man and first woman go three sHps to
their left—second man toward left wall,
first woman toward right wall. Where-
upon second woman and first man change
places.

First and second couples hands-across rather
lees than half-way round (three steps), and
partners change places (progressive).

Bar 1

Thikd Part.

(Duple minor-set.)

First man moves forward and stands above
his partner, both facing up.
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LADY BANBURY'S HORNPIPE— contrnwei.

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

THIRD PART—Continued.

Bar 2 Second man in like manner moves in front of
his partner.

3—4 All four move up three steps and fall back
three steps (w.s.).

B Bar 1 The first man goes three slips to his right,
while his partner goes three slips to her
left.

Bar 2 Second man and second woman do the same.

Bar 3 First man and first woman cast down into the
second place, second couple leading up
into the first place.

Bar 4 First and second men change places with their
partners (progressive).



NOTATION. 91

CHRISTCHUECH BELLS.

Longways for as many as will ; in one part

(7th Ed. 1686).

2 3

(D d) Q) ®

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

1—6

1-4

(Duple minor-set.)

First man turns second woman with the right
hand and then turns his partner with the
left, falling back into his place.

Second man turns first woman with the left
hand and then turns his partner with the
right, falling back into his place.

First and second couples hands-four.

Bar 5 On the first beat of the bar, all clap
hands ; on the middle beat of the bar,

partners strike right hands together.

Bar 6

7-6

As in previous bar, except that, on the middle
beat of the bar, partners strike left hands
together.

First man and first woman cast down into
second place ; while second couple leads up
into first place (progressive).
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THE WHIM.

Longways for as many as will ; in one part

(9th Ed. 1695).

m m

(D (2) ® ® • • • •

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

(Duple minor-set.)

A 1--2 First and second men take hands and fall
back a double ; while first and second
women do the same.

3--6 Releasing hands, all four move forward, cross
over, and change sides.

7--12 Same again to places.

B 1--i First and second men go back-to-back, while
first and second women do the same.

5--6 All four turn single.

7- 12 Circular-hey, three changes, partners facing,
the first couple falling into the second
place, the second couple into the first
(progressive).



NOTATION. 93

LOVE LIES A-BLEEDING.

Longways for as many as will ; in one part (7th Ed. 1686),

m E H
® © © ©

• • •

« • • •

MUSIC.

A

B

MOVEMENTS.

1—4

Bar 1

Bar 2

3—4

5—6

(Duple minor-set.)

First man and first woman cast down into the
second place, and then go back-to-back,

passing by the right ; while second couple
moves up into the first place.

First man and first woman cast up into the
first place and then go back-to-back,

passing by the left ; while second couple
moves down into the second place.

On the first beat of the bar, first and second

men clap hands and, on the middle beat,

strike each other's hands (right on left
and left on right); while the two women
do the same.

As in previous bar, except that, on the middle
beat, partners strike each other's hands.

First man and first woman cast down into the
second place, second couple moving up into

the first place (progressive).

As in bars 1— 2.

7—8 I Partners turn each other.
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JACOB HALL'S JIG.

Longways for as many as will ; in one part (9th Ed. 1695).

m HI

® © (D

E
©

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

(Duple minor-set.)

Al 1--4 First man turns second woman with the right
hand and then turns his partner with the left.

5--8 First couple and second woman hands- three,
counter-clockwise, to places.

A2 1--4 Second man turns first woman with the left hand
and then turns his partner with the right.

5--8 Second couple and first woman hands- three,
clockwise, to places.

Bl 1--4 First man and first woman lead down the
middle, change hands, lead up and stand
between second man and second woman,
all four facing up.

5--8 Taking hands, all four move up a double and
fall back a double, first couple into second
place, second couple into first place
(progressive).

B2 1-"4 First and second couples hands- four.

5--8 First man and first woman lead up the middle,
and cast down into second place.



NOTATION. 95

THE TEMPLE CHANGE.

Longways for as many as will ; in one part

(Vol. 2, 2nd Ed. 1698).

m n] m

© ® (D ©

• • « •

• • • •

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

(Duple minor-set.)

A 1--2 First and second couples hands four half-way
round.

3--4 All turn single.

5--8 All that again.

B 1--2 First man and second woman change places.

3--4 First woman and second man change places.

6--6 Hands-four half-way round.

7--8 First man and first woman cast down into second
place, the second couple leading up into
first place (progressive).
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THE MARY AND DOROTHY.

Longways for as many as will; in one part

(Vol. 3, c. 1728).

ra 2 3 m . . . .

(D ® Q) ® • • • ♦

MOVEMENTS.

1—4

5—8

1—4

5—6

(Duple minor-set.)

First and second couples set and turn single.

First and second couples hands-four.

First man leads first woman a double down
the middle, changes hands, and leads her a
double up.

First man and first woman cast down into
second place, second couple moving up
into first place (progressive).



NOTATION. 97

JOG ON.
Longways for as many as will ; in four parts

(1st Ed. 1650).

m [2] HI B
© © (D ©

• • •

• • • •

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

Al 1-4

5—8
A2 18

First Part.
All lead up a double and fall back a double to
places.

Partners set and turn single.
All that again.

A 1-4

5—8

Second Part.
(Duple minor-set.)

First man, with his back to the Presence, faces
his partner and, taking her by both
hands, falls back two steps and then
pushes her down the middle between
second man and second woman.

First man and second couple hands- three
round first woman (first man standing
on the right of second man), first couple
falling into second place, second couple
into first place (progressive).

A 1—4

5-8

Third Part.
(Duple minor-set.)

First man takes first woman by both hands,
pushes her down behind second woman,
and then into second man's place, he
moving into second woman's place ;
while second couple moves up into the
first place (progressive, improper).

First and second men turn their partners.
Ill the next round, first man pusJies /(/.s partner

behind third man into third woman s placs
[progressive, proper^

Country Dance Book—Part IV G
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JOG ON— continued.

1—4

6-8

MOVEMENTS.

Fourth Part.
First man and first woman cast down and
stand on the outside of second man and
second woman respectively, all four facing
up. Taking hands, all move up a double
and fall back a double, the first couple
into the second place, the second couple
into the first (progressive).

First and second men arm their partners with
the right.



NOTATION. 99

THE MOCK HOBBY HORSE.

Longways for as many as will ; in one part

(10th Ed. 1698).

m ID HI

(D ® (3) ®
MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

(Duple minor-set.)

A 1--4 First man turns second woman.

5--8 Second man turns first woman.

Bl 1--4 First and second men take hands, move

forward between first and second women

and cast ofif to places, first man to his

"
left, second man to his right.

5--8 First and second men turn once-and-a half

round and change places ; while first

and second women do the same

(progressive).

B2 1--1 Women do as men did in Bl.

5--8 Partners turn.
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m

JUICE OF BARLEY.

Longways for as many as will ; in one part

(8th Ed. 1690).

2 3 I I • • • •

Q (?) Q) ® • • • •

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

(Duple minor-set.)

A 1--4 First man and first woman go back-to-back ;
while second man and second woman do
the same.

5--8 Partners turn.

Bl 1--4 First man, followed by second man, passes
between first and second woman, turns to
his right into second place, second man
turning to his left into first place.

5--8 All clap hands on the first beat of the fifth
bar and go hands-four once round.

B2 1--4 First woman, followed by second woman,
passes between first and second men,
turns to her left into second place,
second woman turning to her right into
first place (progressive).

5--8 As in Bl.



NOTATION. 101

MAIDS' MORRIS.

Longways for as many as will ; in one part

(8th Ed. 1690).

m 2 3 E
© © (D ® • • • •

Bl

B2

1-4

5—8

1—2

5—6

MOVEMENTS.

(Duple minor-set.)

First and second men take hands, fall back a
double, and then move forward a double
to places, turning single as they do so.

First and second women do the same.

lirst and second couples hands-four four
slips clockwise.

All four turn single.

First and second couples hands-four four slips
counter-clockwise to places.

7—8 I All turn single

1—6 Circular-hey to places, four changes, partners
facing.

First man leads first woman down the middle
into second place ; while second man and
second woman cast up into the first place
(progressive).
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LILLI BUELERO.

Longways for as many as will ; in one part (8th Ed. 1690).

m E [3] B
© ® (D . . . .

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

(Duple minor -set.)

A 1--4 First man and first woman lead down the
middle below second couple, cast up and
return to places.

5--8 Second man and second woman lead up the
middle, cast down and return to places.

Bl 1--2 First man and second woman change places.

3--4 First woman and second man change places.

5--6 All fall back a double.

7--8 All move forward a double, turning single at
they do so.

B2 1--2 First and second men cross over and change
places with their partners.

3--4 First and second men move backward each into
the other's place ; while first and secont.
women do the same.

5--8 Circular-hey, three changes, partners facing
(progressiva^.



NOTATION. 103.

POOL'S HOLE.

Longways for as many as will ; in one part (8th Ed. 1690).

m [n E
® © (D © •

• • •

• • •

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

(Duple minor-set.)

A 1--4 First man and first woman cast down into the

second place, second couple moving up

into the first place. First woman then

passes counter-clockwise round second

man into the second place on the men's

side ; while first man passes clockwise

round second woman into the second

place on the women's side.

5--6 First and second men change places.

7--8 First and second women change places.

B 1--4 First and second couples hands- four.

5--8 First and second couples progressive-hey, three

changes, first man and first woman

beginning the movement by passing by

the right (progressive).
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m

KING OF POLAND.

Longways for as many as will ; in one part

(10th Ed. 1698).

2 3 H • • • •

© © (D © ♦ ♦ • •

MUSIC.

Bl

B2

1—4

5—8

1—2

3—6

1—6

MOVEMENTS.

(Duple minor- set.)

Thrnufihout this dance the leading couples are

improper. Partners on reaching the top
or bottom of the Set must therefore remember
to chamje places.

The first couple being improper, first man and
second woman turn once-and-a-half round
and change places ; while second man
and first woman do the same.

First and second men cross over and change
places with their partners, and then,
turning their partners half-way round, fall
back to the same places.

First couple leads up to the top ; while second
man and second woman cast down into

the second place.
Circular-hey, three changes, partners facing
(progressive; improper).

First woman and first man cross between
second man and second woman and pass,
the first woman clockwise round second
woman, the first man counter- clockwise
round second man, meet, turn half-way
round and fall back to places.
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